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Continuous-variable teleportation of single-photon states
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The properties of continuous-variable teleportation of single-photon states are investigated. The output state
is different from the input state due to the nonmaximal entanglement in the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen beams.
The photon statistics of the teleportation output are determined and the correlation between the field informa-
tion b obtained in the teleportation process and the change in photon number is discussed. The results of the
output photon statistics are applied to the transmission of a qubit encoded in the polarization of a single photon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum teleportation is a method for Alice~sender! to
transmit an unknown quantum input state to Bob~receiver!
at a distant place by sending only classical information us
a shared entangled state as a resource. Originally quan
teleportation was proposed for discrete variables in tw
dimensional Hilbert spaces@1#. Later, it was applied to con
tinuous variables~two components of the electromagne
field! in infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces@2#. However,
continuous-variable teleportation ideally requires a ma
mally entangled state that has infinite energy as a resou
Nevertheless, it has been shown theoretically that quan
teleportation realized by using a nonmaximally entang
state may still transfer nonclassical features of quan
states@3#. Experimentally, such a continuous-variable te
portation has been realized by Furusawaet al. @4#. In @3#, the
physics of continuous-variable teleportation was describe
terms of the Wigner function. Reference@5# described it in
terms of discrete basis states. Reference@6# formulates the
whole process of the quantum teleportation by a transfer
erator that is acting on arbitrary input states.

In the experiment of@4#, a coherent state was used as
input state. But any quantum state may be teleported by
method. Therefore, the transfer of nonclassical states i
interest. In the following, the transfer operator formalism d
rived in @6# is used for analyzing the photon statistics of t
output state of a one-photon-state teleportation. It is sho
that the change in photon number is strongly dependen
the field measurement result obtained in the process of
portation. This result is then applied to the two-mode te
portation of a polarized photon, illustrating the possibility
using continuous-variable teleportation for the transfer
single photon qbits.

II. TRANSFER OPERATOR

Figure 1 shows the schematic sets of the quantum tele
tation according to@4#. Alice transmits an unknown quantum
stateuc&A to Bob. Alice and Bob share Einstein-Podolsk
Rosen~EPR! beams in advance. The quantum state of
EPR beams reads@5,6#
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uq&R,B5A12q2(
n50

`

qnun&Run&B . ~1!

whereR,B are the modes for reference and Bob.q is a pa-
rameter that stands for the degree of entanglement. It va
from zero to one, with one being maximal entanglement a
zero being no entanglement. The degree of entanglemen
pends on the squeezing achieved in the parametric amp
cation. In the experiment of@4#, 3dB (q50.33) squeezed
light was used. Squeezing of up to 10dB (q50.82) should
be possible with the available technology.

Alice mixes her input state with the reference EPR be
by a 50% beam splitter and performs an entanglement m
surement of the complex field valueb5x21 iy1 , where

x̂25 x̂A2 x̂R ,

ŷ15 ŷA1 ŷR . ~2!

This measurement projectsA andR onto the eigenstate

ub&A,R5
1

Ap
(
n50

`

D̂A~b!un&Aun&R , ~3!

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the quantum teleporta
setup.
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whereD̂A(b) is a displacement operator acting on the mo
A with a displacement amplitude ofb. The output state
uc(b)&B conditioned by the measurement process may
written as a projection of the initial product state onto t
eigenstateub&A,R ,

uc~b!&B5A,R^buc&Auq&R,B

5A12q2

p (
n50

`

qnun&BA^nuD̂A~2b!uc&A . ~4!

uc(b)&B is not normalized, since the probability of obtainin
the field measurement valueb is given by Pq(b)
5^cout(b)ucout(b)&.

After Bob gets the information of the field measureme
valueb from Alice, Bob applies a displacement to the outp
state by mixing the coherent field of a local oscillator w
the output EPR beamB. The output stateucout(b)&B

5D̂B(b)uc(b)&B may also be written as

ucout~b!&B5T̂q~b!uc&A , ~5!

where T̂q(b) is a transfer operator that represents all p
cesses of the quantum teleportation@6#. In its diagonalized
form, it reads

T̂q~b!5A12q2

p (
n50

`

qnD̂~b!un&BA^nuD̂~2b!. ~6!

Whenq→1, T̂q(b) becomes similar to the equivalence o
erator1̂ except for a change of the mode fromA to B, which
indicates a perfect teleportation with no modification to t
input state. For generalq, the transfer operator atb50 is
diagonal in the photon number states.

III. ONE-PHOTON-STATE TELEPORTATION

In the experiment of@4#, a coherent state was transferre
In this case, the output state is modified but is still a coher
state@6#. In case of a one-photon input state, the output s
is

T̂q~b!u1&5A12q2

p (
n50

`

qnD̂~b!un&^nuD̂~2b!u1&

5A12q2

p (
n50

`

qnD̂~b!un&^nuD̂~2b!â†u0&

5A12q2

p (
n50

`

qnD̂~b!un&^nu~ â†1b* !

3D̂~2b!u0&

5A12q2

p
e2(12q2)

ubu2

2 D̂@~12q!b#

3@~12q2!b* u0&1qu1&]. ~7!
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For simplicity, the suffixes for the modes are not expl
itly given. In general, this output state is quite different fro
the original one-photon input state.

b represents a coherent field measurement performed
the input state. The probability distribution over field me
surement valuesb for one-photon input states is given by

Pq~b!5^cout~b!ucout~b!&

5^1uT̂q
†~b!T̂q~b!u1&

5
12q2

p
e2(12q2)ubu2@~12q2!2ubu21q2#. ~8!

Figure 2 shows the probability distributionPq(b) for q
51/2. The circular symmetric distribution with a dip in th
middle and a maximum for amplitude ofubu51 is charac-
teristic of the one-photon input state.

The properties of the output state may be investiga
experimentally by several kinds of detection setups. If B
has a photon counting setup that may discriminate pho
numbers, he may obtain the photon statistics of the ou
state. The overall photon statistics of the output are obtai
by integrating overb,

Pq~n!5E d2bu^nuT̂q~b!u1&u2

5
11q

2 S 12q

2 D n11F11S 11q

12qD 2

nG . ~9!

Pq(n) is the probability of countingn photons after the tele
portation. Figure 3 shows the probability distribution overn
in the case ofq51/2. The probability of detecting one pho

FIG. 2. The probability distribution ofPq(b) for the field mea-
surement valueb5x21 iy1 for q51/2.
3-2
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ton is maximal and the probabilities of higher-photon nu
bers get less likely as photon number increases.

The changes in photon number may be summarized
terms of photon lossn50, successful photon transfern51,
and photon gainn>2. Theq dependence of these probabi
ties is given by

Pq~0!5
1

4
~12q2!, ~10!

Pq~1!5
1

4
~11q1q21q3!, ~11!

Pq~n>2!5
1

4
~22q2q3!. ~12!

Since the input state is a one-photon state, Eq.~11! gives the
fidelity of the teleportation. Figure 4 shows theq dependence
of Pq(0),Pq(1),Pq(n>2). In the case of a maximally en
tangled state (q→1), Bob may receive nothing but a one
photon state@Pq(1)→1# and all other probabilities vanis

FIG. 3. The probability ofn-photon countingPq(n) for one-
photon-state teleportation in the case ofq51/2.

FIG. 4. The probability of zero photon, one photon, and mo
than-one photon counting for one-photon-state teleportation.
01231
-

in
@Pq(0)→0,Pq(n>2)→0#, which indicates perfect telepor
tation. In the case of nonmaximally entangled states (q,1),
the probabilities of zero-photon counting and more-than-o
photon counting appear. Note that the probability of pho
gain n>2 is always greater than that of photon lossn50.

In order to investigate the change in the photon num
given by Eq.~9! in more detail, we now derive the cond
tional probability distributions overb for the cases of zero
photon, one-photon, and more-than-one-photon count
These probabilities may be obtained fromPq(n,b)
5u^nuT̂q(b)u1&u2. The results read

Pq~0,b!5
12q2

p
e22(12q)ubu2~12q!2ubu2, ~13!

Pq~1,b!5
12q2

p
e22(12q)ubu2@~12q2!2ubu21q2#,

~14!

Pq~n>2,b!5Pq~b!2Pq~0,b!2Pq~1,b!. ~15!

Figure 5 shows these different contributions to the to
probability distribution overubu in case ofq50.5. For high
values ofubu, every probability vanishes. In theb50 case,
we see that only the probability of obtaining a one-phot
output is nonzero. This means that the output of the E
beamB is already a one-photon state without any additio
displacement. In general, the photon number states are
eigenstates ofT̂q(b50), as can be seen from Eq.~6!. A
measurement value ofb50 thus indicates that the outpu
beam photon number is equal to the input beam photon n
ber. Note also that a low-field amplitude provides little info
mation about the phase of the teleported field. Therefore,
lack of phase information in the input photon number state
preserved in the teleportation process.

In the region ofubu!1, the probability of obtaining a
one-photon output is nearly constant and that of zero pho

-

FIG. 5. The probability ofn-photon countingPq(n) for one-
photon-state teleportation in the case ofq51/2. The thick solid line
showsP1/2(b), the thin solid line showsP1/2(1,b), the dotted line
showsP1/2(0,b) and the dot-bar line showsP1/2(n>2,b).
3-3
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and more-than-one photon are increasing with the increas
ubu. The increase of these two probabilities gives rise to
peak of the total probability. The probability of photon lo
(n50) and photon gain (n>2) are crossing at aroundubu
51. Below ubu51, the probability of photon loss (n50) is
greater than that of photon gain (n>2). Above ubu51, the
probability of photon gain (n>2) is dominant. For high-field
measurement resultsubu@1, the teleportation process gene
ates more photons in the output. Sinceb may be considered
as a measurement of the coherent input field amplitude,
result is similar to the correlation of the field measurem
and photon number discussed in@7#.

IV. APPLICATION TO SINGLE-PHOTON POLARIZATION

Since the polarization of the light field may be used
encode information using single photons, the case o
polarization-sensitive continuous-variable teleportation is
considerable interest. The results obtained for the sin
mode case may be applied to the teleportation of two po
ization modes,H andV, by applying a separate transfer o
erator to each mode. Note that this does not imply that
teleportationH and V has to be conducted separately. F
example, the two-dimensional measurement amplit
(bH ,bV) could also be obtained by measuring the circu
polarization components (bH6 ibV). The continuous-
variable teleportation of polarized photons therefore does
require any previous knowledge of the input polarization a
the results obtained for successful transfers and for polar
tion flips may be applied directly to the teleportation of
unknown photon polarization.

The output state of a one-photon state with polarizationH
may be written as a product of the one-photon teleporta
given in Eq.~7! and a vacuum teleportation, which is a sp
cial case of the conventional coherent-state teleportation
cussed in@6#. The result reads

T̂Hq~bH!T̂Vq~bV!u1&Hu0&V

5A12q2

p (
n50

`

qnD̂H~bH!un&HH^nuD̂H~2bH!u1&H

^A12q2

p (
m50

`

qmD̂V~bV!um&VV^muD̂V~2bV!u0&V
01231
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5A12q2

p
e2(12q2)(ubHu2/2)D̂@~12q!bH#

3@~12q2!bH* u0&H1qu1&H]

^A12q2

p
e2(12q2)(ubVu2/2)D̂@~12q!bV#u0&V . ~16!

This result describes all details of single-photon telepo
tion, including the information obtained from the measu
ment result (bH ,bV). In the following, however, we will
concentrate on the transmission errors induced by the t
portation. As will be discussed below, these results may
expressed entirely in terms of the probabilitiesPq(n) given
by Eq. ~9! and the well-known coherent-state fidelity of (
1q)/2.

The fidelity of the teleportation is the total chance of su
cessfully transmitting a photon with the correct polarizati
Ptrans. It is equal to the product of the probabilities for su
cessfully teleporting a single-photonPq(1), and theprob-
ability of successfully teleporting the vacuum (11q)/2 as
given by

FIG. 6. Theq dependence of the probabilities of the polariz
photon teleportation.
e
the
~17!

The total chance of a polarization flip while preserving the total photon number of onePflip is equal to
the product of the probabilities for a vacuum output in a one-photon teleportationPq(0), and thereverse situation where th
vacuum input produces a one-photon output. SinceT̂q(b) is Hermitian, however, these two probabilities are equal and
result reads
3-4
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~18!

Finally, there are also probabilities for changes in the total photon number. The chance of obtaining no photonPzero is equal
to the product of the probabilities for a vacuum output in a one-photon teleportationPq(0), and for thesuccessful teleportation
of the vacuum given by the coherent-state fidelity (11q)/2,

~19!
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The total chance of obtaining more than one photon in
output may then be obtained by

Pn>2~q!512Pflip~q!2Ptrans~q!2Pzero~q!

512S 11q

2 D 2 524q13q2

4
. ~20!

Figure ~6! shows theq dependence of the above probabi
ties. The fidelityPtrans increases with increasing entangl
ment q, while the probabilities of the various error sourc
decrease.Ptrans exceeds 1/2 aroundq;0.7 and 2/3 around
q;0.8, illustrating that the entanglement requirements
high-fidelity single-photon transfers could be fulfilled usin
the best squeezing sources presently available. The dom
source of error is the chance of generating additional pho
Pn>2, while the probability of flipping a polarizationPflip is
always significantly lower than all the other probabilitie
Therefore, the photon loss and gain processes are a m
serious problem than the flip of a polarization for the tra
mission of the qubit.

It is interesting to compare this type of error with th
postselection problems inherent in the previously reali
teleportation by entangled photon pairs@8# using coincidence
counting as a trigger. In particular, the fidelity of continuou
variable teleportation may also be increased by postselec
the one-photon outputs, eliminating the multiphoton a
photon-loss errors. The conditional fidelity is now given
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Fcond5Ptrans/(Ptrans1Pflip). This fidelity is already 2/3 atq
50 and reaches 10/11 atq51/2. While such postselection
may be difficult to realize due to the limited quantum ef
ciency and saturation characteristics of conventional pho
detectors, it illustrates how well the polarization prope
itself is preserved in the continuous-variable teleportation

V. CONCLUSION

The properties of continuous-variable teleportation
single-photon states have been investigated. The differe
between the input state and the output state is due to
nonmaximal entanglement in the EPR beams shared by A
and Bob. The field measurement conditions the output st
Nearly zero values of the field measurement tend to pres
the initial one-photon input state because the eigenstate
the field measurement are close to a photon number state
the intermediate range of field measurement values, pho
loss and photon gain processes occur during teleportation
high values of the field measurement, the probability of ph
ton gain is dominant, corresponding to the high amplitu
observed. An application of this analysis to the teleportat
of a polarized photon shows that the photon loss and g
processes are a more serious problem than the polariza
flips. The results imply that unconditional continuou
variable teleportation of single-photon polarization could
considered an alternative to the postselected scheme@8# us-
ing entangled photon pairs.
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